
Holiday hits Four fearless
bush kids take
on the world

Recommended read
The Kensington Reptilarium by N J
Gemmell
FOR a feel-good
tale that will have
you cheering on
four fearless bush
kids as they take
on the world, make
sure you read The
Kensington Repti-
larium by N J
Gemmell.
The Caddy kids
are home alone
and they’re having
the best time ever until a stranger ar-
rives with news.
This is the story of how four loud,
grubby urchins from the Australian
outback find themselves in London for
the first peacetime Christmas after years
of war.
But their new guardian hates children.
He prefers the company of the hundreds
of snakes in his house – the Kensington
Reptilarium.
Fate lends Kick, Scruff, Bert and Pin a
helping hand when outraged citizens call
for the Reptilarium to be shut down.

With the police about to descend, can
the Caddy kids warm Uncle Basti’s
heart – and have their Christmas
wishes granted – before it’s too late?
Are you game?

Chill Out
What you need: Teams with an equal
number of players per side; two buck-
ets per team with one empty and one
full of water and a plastic cup with
three holes punched into the sides
(one cup for each team).
How to play: Each team sets the empty
bucket at one end of the playing area
and one full bucket at the other end
where the team stands.
The first player on each team dips
the cup into the water bucket and
holds it over their head as they dash
to the other end. (No covering holes
with fingers)
When a player reaches the second
bucket, they dump what’s left in the
cup into it, runs back to the start, and
passes the cup to the next player.
The game continues until the for-
merly full bucket is empty.
The team with the most water in
the second bucket wins.

Go to NiE online by visiting your newspaper’s website. You’ll find the address on the
front ONLINE page of the newspaper. Look for the NiE logo at the top of the home page
and click. This will link you to APN’s NiE webpage.
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In the kitchen
M&M Bars (from 4 Ingredients kids
by Kim McCosker)
● Ingredients: 220g packet
Arrowroot biscuits; 400g can
condensed milk; 1 cup M&Ms
Method: Preheat the oven to 160
degrees. Line a 8x25cm bar tray with
baking paper. Process the cookies in
a blender or food processor to fine
crumbs, then pour into a large bowl.
Add the remaining ingredients and
combine well. Scrape the mixture
into the prepared tray. Bake for 20
minutes.

WIN
TO win a copy of Kim McCosker’s 4
Ingredients kids send a photo of the
M&M Bars you’ve made to
nie@apnap.com.au. For more
competition details go to NiE online.

TRY THIS
Make an electromagnet
You will need:
● A large iron nail (at least 750mm
long)
● 1 metre of thin coated copper wire
● D size battery
● Electrical tape
● Some paper clips or other small
magnetic objects
What to do:
1. Leave about 20cm of wire loose at
one end and wrap most of the rest of
the wire around the nail. Try not to
overlap the wires.
2. Cut the wire (if needed) so that
there is about another 20cm loose at
the other end too.
3. Remove about 2cm of the plastic
coating from both ends of the wire
and attach one end of the wire to
one end of a battery and the other
end of the wire to the other end of
the battery.
4. You have made an
ELECTROMAGNET. Test it out by
putting the point of the nail
near a few paper clips.

(for answers go to NiE online)
1. This Rebus brain teaser
represents a common phrase. Do
you know what it is?
Frank (page 11) Sarah (p22) Me

(p23) Paul (p 113) Anne (p 15) You
(p 23) Adelle (p 54)
2. Below are 10 words. From each
word, remove a single letter and
rearrange the remaining letters to
find 10 new words which are
related to each other.
ENERGY, DOORMAN,

CLEAREST, WEIGHT, OUTLIVE,
EMBARK, CALMER, SOLEMN,
VOIDING, ARCHERY
3. I have three daughters and
each has one brother. How many
children do I have?
4.What is the sum of all of the
numbers from 1 to 1000?
5. Can you find the hidden
country in the following sentence:
After falling off his chair at

work, Frank's pain was relieved by
an ice compress.

CREATE IT MAKE IT
Wise Old Owl
You will need: a cardboard tube
eg toilet roll; sticky tape; large
paper cupcake liners; glue; white,
red cardboard; felt pen markers
How to make:
1. Fold in the top of the cardboard
roll and secure it with tape.
2. Cut a cupcake liner in half, then
trim away the flat sections,
leaving just the ruffles.
3. Use glue to secure overlapping
ruffled pieces to the tube.
4. Cut eyes and a beak from
cardboard. Add pupils with
marker. Glue the eyes and beak to
the tube.
5. For wings, cut sections from a
liner and glue them to the back of
the tube.
(for diagrams showing steps
go to NiE Online)
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